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                              The Interreg Estonia-Latvia Programme 2021-2027 is co-financing projects that make joint efforts to protect and improve the current status of our shared natural habitats. Through its Priority 3 focus, it works on saving biodiversity, improving access to natural sites, and introducing innovative…
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                              Accessible tourism ensures that travel and leisure opportunities are inclusive, allowing everyone, regardless of their physical limitations, disabilities, or age, to enjoy tourism experiences. This form of tourism is essential as it addresses the need for tourist destinations, products, and…
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                              The Estonia-Latvia programme has co-financed four projects aiming to make cross-border tourism more inclusive and sustainable. Projects "Access Routes," "Accessible Hiking Trails," "Garden Pearls II," and "Green Railway II" promise a more engaging experience for all visitors, from improving…
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            Estonia-Latvia programme


The Estonia-Latvia programme is a cross-border cooperation programme that is implemented under the European territorial cooperation goal (Interreg). 


Our mission is to support sustainable and innovative ideas that help border regions in Estonia and Latvia to grow through neighbourly cooperation. 
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